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ABSTRACT

Sarcasm detection is used to single out natural language statements where intended meaning

differs from what the surface meaning implies. A number of tasks in natural language processing

areas like analysis of sentiments as well as mining of opinions use sarcasm detection

underneath. Many of the key research in the area of sarcasm detection primarily focus on only

text-based input. In the present day scenario , there has been a sudden explosion in the amount of

multimodal data mainly due to social media. As a result of that, users these days are not just

limited to text while expressing themselves , but also make heavy use of visuals like in images

and videos. The objective of this research work is to incorporate multimodal data so as to

enhance the performance of present sarcasm detection algorithms. Multiple methods that

leverage data in the form of image and text, and also as a combination of both, have been

presented thus far.We present a unique architecture which works on the Robustly Optimized

BERT pre-training approach or RoBERTa which is nothing but facebook modified version of

well known model BERT having co-attention layer on top for including the incongruity in the

context between attributes of the image and input text. Using Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU), the

text-based features are extracted and the features of the image are retrieved by conditioning the

image through Feature-wise Linearly Modulated ResNet Blocks. These combined with CLS

token from the model RoBERTa are used to obtain the final predictions. In the results, we show

performance enhancements from the proposed model when it is stacked against the other latest

models with competitive results which make use of the same publicly available Twitter dataset.
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CHAPTER1: INTRODUCTION

1.1 OVERVIEW
A phenomenon in which the actual meaning comes out totally different than the literal meaning

can be referred to as Sarcasm. Sarcasm can be used as a way of poking fun, taking jibes and in

some cases to insult someone too. Today social media is growing at a commendable pace and so

is the sarcasm on these platforms. Not all posts and messages have straight-forward meanings on

social media as these days people have become quite fluent at speaking sarcasm. When sarcasm

is difficult to decipher even for us human beings owing to the contextual understanding it

requires in order to comprehend it, sarcasm detection making use of machines or algorithms is

certainly going to be a very tricky task. Detecting sarcasm or understanding the underlined

meaning is one of the key requirements that needs to be met as the speaker's actual message

needs to be known in a number of different applications like opinion mining, product reviews,

sentiment analysis etc. Traditionally or in the earlier researches, this has been limited to only the

text based methods and was mainly treated like a problem of text categorization. Some signs

based on lexicals, language markers and some frequent utterances were being emphasized on

inorder to detect sarcasm out of texts. Besides that on social media platforms, hashtags and

emoticons have a significant part in sarcasm detection as they are likely to provide necessary

hints and clues for that purpose. The text-only methods fall short when it comes to understanding

the contextual part in order to completely get the intended meaning. Moreover with the

explosion in the amount of data and the ever popular social media, it just isn't enough to solely

focus our attention on texts as messages are being conveyed using multi-modalities these days.

This can be seen on twitter, instagram, facebook and also on other social media sites where users

post more with images along with the texts. At times the image is completely opposite of the

caption specified along with it and that is where sarcasm can be detected considering both the

modalities and not just the one based on texts. So it is not enough to focus only on text based

modality for sarcasm detection as real meaning might be conveyed by the stark contrast between

the image and the text. Moreover in the motivation section, some examples are being shown

where the image and text have completely different meanings and that shows the reliance on

other modality as well as help in the detection of sarcasm.
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1.2 MOTIVATION
Only considering text based modality will not exactly help when the other modality conveys the

exact opposite of what is in the text. That is where we realize that there is a dire need to

incorporate other modalities too for the purpose of sarcasm detection. This can also be explained

with the help of below examples .

Fig.1.1 “The 7th Ballon d'Or was meant Fig.1.2 "Delhi winters are an absolute heaven"

to be Messi’s”

Take the case depicted in Fig.1.1 which says “The 7th Ballon d’Or was meant to be Messi’s”

which on reading seems to be conveying the positive sentiment as if the speaker truly believes

that it is Messi who rightly deserved it. But on looking at the other modality, which is the image,

it is clearly visible that someone is laughing while speaking the same which leads us to the

conclusion that it is being made fun of or in other words the sentence has been said sarcastically.

The complete meaning can only be found out when we have considered both the modalities thus

signifying the importance of other modality in case of sarcasm detection. Similarly in Fig.1.2 ,

the caption reads “Delhi winters are an absolute heaven” which conveys a positive sentiment if

we only look at the text but when we consider image modality also, it shows the foggy weather

of Delhi winter which signifies that it is very polluted and hence can be considered nowhere

close to a heaven. Thus this example also conveys that there is a need to consider the other

modality.

In a similar manner, when we read caption from Fig.1.3 , it says “Working on weekends too is

fun'' which conveys the message that the concerned person is really hard working and likes to

work even on the weekends, but on looking at the picture we get a clear idea that the person

simply doesn't want to work on weekends, in fact he hates it which is a general idea as nobody

usually wants to work on the weekends.

2



Fig.1.3 "Working on weekends too is fun"        Fig.1.4 "Nobody can cancel our Leh-Ladakh trip"

Also from Fig.4’s caption which says “Nobody can cancel our Leh-Ladakh trip”, we seem to get

a sense of belief that this time the trip will surely happen but on looking at the picture, it can be

seen that there is an element of mischief over here and the trip can still be canceled due to any

reason or any particular person. In other words it simply conveys the message that the trip has

been canceled so many times that it is now very difficult to say with certainty that it will take

place no matter what. This is clearly an example of sarcasm where it has been said in order to

take a jibe at listeners who likely are the responsible ones for canceling the trip earlier.

In all the above examples we have observed that merely relying on the text doesn’t actually serve

the purpose of sarcasm detection as some important message is likely to be conveyed by the

other modality. Thus in the age of multimedia and social media, it doesn't make sense at all to

ignore the other aspect of data and solely focus on the textual part. Thus there is a dire need to

consider image modality too in our methods for detecting sarcasm. Moreover sarcasm is widely

common these days on online social media sites and can be used for numerous applications.

These mainly include advertising, opinion mining, hate detection to name a few. The use of

sarcasm was limited to humor or some light hearted harmless fun but these days it is taking

drastic avatars like cyberbullying, hate speeches, racism etc. Thus to counter these issues, there is

a need for sarcasm detection on online social media. Thus inspired by the degree to which

sarcasm detection can make an impact in making social media better and the role of multimodal

data in today’s social media world lead us to go in depth and research more in this area.

3



1.3 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Traditionally sarcasm detection finds analogy with the problem of text categorization and

moreover it has been treated like one. A lot of emphasis has been laid on the language constructs

and other identifiers in the sentence for this purpose. Some of the language markers and lexicals

have been used in the past for the same purpose as the sole focus was identifying sarcasm

through text based patterns. Thus only one modality, that is the one based on texts, has been

considered overlooking the other modalities. But with today’s data explosion due to social media

sites, relying solely on the texts is not enough as some of the key information might be conveyed

through other forms of data like images.

Thus it is the combination of multiple modalities that should be put into use for the purpose of

sarcasm and not just the text based one should be emphasized anymore. The main focus should

be to make the best possible use of modalities available for sarcasm detection as all the

modalities combined convey the exact message of the speaker or author. A key aspect that we

found to be missing after our research is the interaction between different modalities. Most of the

research focuses on extracting embeddings from different modalities using various deep learning

based methods and combining them usually by concatenation to feed it to the fully connected

neural network for the purpose of prediction. In our work we limit our work only to text and

image based modalities. When text and image convey the meaning that is in stark contrast to

each other we call it incongruity. Incongruity is the basis of finding the relationship between

different modalities in our work and this relationship is the key aspect found to be missing in our

research so this is the main area we will be focusing on. In this work , a method based on deep

learning considering the text and image modality is proposed to capture incongruity and

ultimately serve the purpose of sarcasm detection.
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CHAPTER2: RELATED WORK

A certain level of understanding is required between the author/speaker and the receiver as it is

considered to be a very contextual event[1]. Bamman in [1] leveraged background information

about the post's authors , audience's relationship with him/her and the kind of situation they

currently find themselves in so as to achieve better accuracy for prediction. In [2], a method is

proposed by Joshi which is based on text incongruity, mainly between different sentences for the

purpose of sarcasm detection. Khattri provides empirical proof in [3] that the past tweets of an

author can give more information for identifying sarcasm. They utilize the author's previous

emotion on entities constituting a tweet to figure out if it's sarcastic. To identify the sarcasm in

messages or posts on social media like Twitter, Wang in [30] deploys a context-based technique

that employs dialogues, such as a series of tweets. Schifanella basically uses convolution on

hand-selected features as well as on deep learning-based features from the images as well as

texts to create predictions utilizing two different modalities in [5]. Numerous research based on

multimodal sentiment analysis (Wang in [31]; [32]) focus on video inputs, where multiple data

formats such as text, image, and voice mix nicely.

Poria and others [21] use several kernel learning to mix various modalities. Zadeh in [32] built a

layer for fusion employing outer product instead of just basic concatenation to add some

additional characteristics. Gu employs a number of attention strategies and blends text and audio

for each word in [33]. Gu presented an approach centered on fusion of modalities in [10] to

illustrate the underlying value of having several modalities.

Schifanella was the first to propose two strategies for detecting sarcasm using multimodal

aspects of data[5]. One that combines or, to be more exact, concatenates textual as well as

semantic attributes retrieved from external dataset training. The other just leveraged a few deep

learning features through ImageNet which is trained on image parameters and also the text

features passed through a visual neural net incorporating both image and text modality for

prediction. Gajarla [11] evaluated many classification algos, like SVM, on multiple high level

characteristics retrieved with VGG-ImageNet using their own dataset. In [34], Y. Tay introduced

5



a new multi-dimensional model for modeling incongruity that focused on intra-attention. In [22],

Wu combined sentiment based features, embeddings, and syntactic information to develop a

multi-tasking model by making use of an LSTM which is densely connected. According to the

authors of [14], CNN may be used to encode and represent characteristics collected from data

generated by the movement of the eye or gaze. The authors of [19] used an RNN or Recurrent

Neural Network architecture for texts. A model was suggested by them that can process data

from a variety of sources, including image transcripts, images, and texts. 'VGG-16' is used to

retrieve features from the image, whereas contextual data is obtained with the help of Bi-GRU.

In [12], authors say that sarcasm detection may be considered like a binary classifier's task.

They hypothesized that rather than manually picking features for the purpose of feature

extraction, they could use the components that are visually reasoned or the image cues like an

input for CNN in order for sarcasm detection. In [8], the authors propose a fusion-based model

that takes into account attributes of an image, features of an image and the text based features as

three distinct modes. The image features, attributes and text based features are represented in the

form of vectors by extracting them using a pre-trained ResNet and bidirectional LSTM

respectively. WIth the concept of weighted average these vectors are then fused into one single

vector rather than just simple concatenation and then for prediction purposes passed on to a fully

connected neural net. The authors in [9] used BERT and ResNet models for encoding the textual

and image data respectively and used a gate which they called bridge. They proposed a

two-dimensional intra-attention layer for extracting the relationship between the image and text.

Our work is mainly inspired by [8],[20] but there is also resemblance with [7] where BERT is

used for modeling both intramodal and intermodal incongruity by making use of co-attention and

self-attention mechanisms. Intra-modal incongruity also finds its use in [9].

2.1 DATASETS USED

A small account of various datasets picked or compiled by the authors in their research is

provided in this section along with the details of any new dataset being compiled by the

researchers for their work.
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2.1.1 Instagram, Tumblr and Twitter Dataset

In [5] ,authors compiled the dataset using the publicly available APIs for the three platforms :

twitter, instagram and tumblr. To create this dataset, 10000 posts were chosen at random from all

three platforms considering positive samples, or those having sarcasm related tags or content.

Tags as well as the links of any kind were deleted from the entries that included both visual as

well as text components. In the textual section, hashtags along with emojis were considered in

addition to regular words since they lead to the better understanding of every message by

revealing the genuine sentiment engulfed in the post, whereas conventional words simply tell

only the semantic meaning. Cues from the context play an important role in decoding sarcastic

parts. Because there is a word restriction for messages on Twitter and Instagram, shorter

sentences or phrases are commonly seen on them, combined with usage of emojis as well as

hashtags, which constitute the actual core of sarcasm. Meanwhile, Tumblr favors lengthier texts

over emoticons. Similarly, 10000 negative samples were taken into account for the same.

2.1.2 Yahoo Flickr Sarcasm[YFS] Dataset

The authors of [12] used the self-annotated data notion. Samples are collected using the tags that

individuals use on Flickr. Besides the keyword "sarcasm" , some similar keywords are also

considered like 'satire', 'irony' to name a few. An image is somehow having both the sarcasm as

well as non-sarcasm tags, that is straightaway discarded. In the practical world, sarcasm is rare

and this is evident from this dataset too. Merely 443(23.99 %) out of the total 1846 images

collected here belonged to the sarcastic category while 1403(76.01 %) belonged to the opposite

one.This dataset is broken into 90: 10 respectively for the training and validation. The authors

called it Yahoo Flickr Sarcasm Dataset or YFS.

2.1.3 Twitter + Reddit Dataset

The training dataset used in [13] comprises 5000 tweets, 4400 reddit comments labeled

automatically(Ghosh[24], Khodak[23]). There is some context for each response or comment, in

7



the form of a list, an ordered list, consisting of all the previous comments in the whole

conversation, as well as a label designating the response into sarcastic or non-sarcastic category.

The test data contains 1,800 tweets and 1,800 Reddit comments. Similar to training data, the test

replies too have their very own conversational context and are balanced.

2.1.4 Facebook+Twitter Dataset

In [25] authors used Twitter for collecting data over a 5-month period as well as from Facebook

between 2015 to 2017. Popular sarcastic facebook pages such as 'sarcasmLOL' and 'sarcasmBro'

were referred to, while tweets having hashtags 'sarcasm' as well as 'sarcastic' were evaluated for

collection of data on Twitter. Web scraping was used to gather the data, which was then

preprocessed before being reduced to text and emoji. Special characters, URLs, hashtags, and

retweets were among the items removed from the data during preprocessing.

2.1.5 MUStARD Dataset

The authors compiled a new dataset which they called MUStARD in [17], which contains short

clips tagged with sarcastic labels manually. The clips are picked from TV shows famous for

their sarcastic nature like Big Bang theory ,Friends, Sarcasmaholics Anonymous and The

Golden Girls. To get non-sarcastic clips, we made use of a collection of 400 videos from MELD,

which is nothing but a multimodal emotion recognition dataset derived from Friends which was a

popular TV series of the 90s and early 2000s, courtesy of Poria. So, from the 6,365 annotated

videos, a balanced sample is obtained. The dataset contains 690 clips having sarcastic and

non-sarcastic tags in the same numbers. Every utterance, including its context, has three

modalities: audio, video and transcription (text).

2.1.6 Instagram Dataset

The authors in [19] enhanced the silver dataset available to them to what they refer to as

gold-standard dataset courtesy of randomly picking positive cases (having sarcasm) counting to

8



1600. Then they asked the different annotators to label the instances by just text modality, later

the examples were finally labeled based on the majority. In the upcoming round, they showed

both the image and also the corresponding text and asked them to relabel them as sarcastic or

non-sarcastic.This way a more accurate dataset with correct labels is thus compiled.

2.2 METHODS USED

2.2.1 RNN

For text, in [19] authors adopted an RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) based structure. From an

input, they suggest a model in which multimodal data (image, text, as well as image’s transcripts)

is processed. From the text, every word along with emoji is stored after preprocessing in the form

of a feature vector of 100 dimensions using Glove. Each word from the completely preprocessed

text is then passed through a bidirectional GRU or Gated Recurrent Unit. Bi-GRU captures the

context based information and finally only a single output representation is obtained for all the

input words. If some text is present in the image, it is extracted by making use of Optical

Character Recognition and later fed to bidirectional GRUs for every word extracted leading to

only a single output representation or else for that modality a zero vector having dimensions

(1*1000) is used. With the help of VGG-16 which used ImageNet[11], feature vectors with

dimensions (1*4096) are obtained corresponding to every input image. In the end, all the three

modalities’ features are then fed on to a fully connected layer which keeps the output dimensions

the same.

Fig 2.1 Gated Recurrent Unit
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2.2.2  Automated methods

Two automated approaches for identifying multimodal sarcasm are investigated by the authors of

[5]. One of them is a linear SVM or Support Vector Machine approach that is widely employed

in earlier research, but it is heavily dependent on the text extracted features from the post or a set

having many posts. Visual features are first extracted from the images and then fused with a

number of natural language processing elements which they call Fusion with SVM. The other

approach makes use of unigrams obtained from the combination of textual input and visual

representation based on deep network adaptation , with the technique being called Fusion with

Deep Network Adaption. In both of these techniques, they evaluate the separate contributions

from visual and textual features, as well as their combination.

2.2.3 CNN based method

In [12], authors treated the task of sarcasm detection similar to the task of binary classification.

They didn’t do the feature detection part as feature extraction from pictures is difficult, and

picking excellent features that are hand-crafted might result in a bad classifier. Instead they used

a convolutional neural network to solve this problem (CNN). They suggested that feeding visual

components or cues into CNN could properly identify sarcasm. A CNN contains many

convolution layers, generally separated by a sub-sampling step, along with one or more totally

connected layers. This group of layers, which contains an activation layer with a relu function, a

2-dimensional convolution layer, along with a max-pooling layer which has pool size = (2,2) will

be referred to as "Layer group A". The authors' neural network [12] consists of one flatten layer,

2 dense networks having relu as well as sigmoid functions, and three Group A layer. A tradeoff

is inevitable when it comes to deciding the size of a batch for the purpose of training CNN. In the

finalized model, a batch size of 16 was used. Also an additional relevant parameter in training of

CNN is epoch count, which refers to the count for which samples for training pass through a

cycle of backward as well as forward passes. In [12], the CNN model was trained using 50

epochs.
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Fig 2.2 Convolution neural network

2.2.4 Ensemble Approach

In [13], for training the ensemble, from four models which are considered as components,

expected probabilities of sarcasm are used along with other factors like length of the comment,

sentiment associated and also the actual source so that component wise importance of input can

be found. The component models include an LSTM having hashtag as well as emoji

representation, a CNN-LSTM having punctuation, sentiment, casing and stop words

representation, an Infersent embeddings based MLP, along with features from emotions and an

SVM that is stylometrically trained. All component models incorporate 2 conversational turns

before the response as context, with the exception of the SVM, which uses only the response's

features. The ensemble contains an adaboost classifier that leverages the decision tree from the

base classifier.
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Fig. 2.3 Ensemble Neural Network

2.2.5  ESD Framework

In [25], a new model is proposed by the authors called ESD framework or the Emoji Sarcasm

Detection framework for sarcasm detection. The model contains three main components namely

an emoji encoder, one encoder for text and also a module that predicts sarcasm. The task of a text

encoder is mapping words to their latent representations, here emoji encoder is responsible for

extracting representations related to emojis and the sarcasm prediction component makes use of

a classification function for the purpose of detection on social media posts. This system takes

both the emojis and words as inputs in the form of vectors and converts them into corresponding

emoji and word embeddings. The concatenated vectors then produced are fed to bidirectional

GRU. The attention vector's appropriate weights are then multiplied, summed up using the

vectors to produce the context vector, and then finally passed for classification to the sigmoid

function.
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Fig. 2.4 ESD Framework

2.2.6 Fusion Method

In [8], the authors considered text, image features along with the attributes from image as

different modalities thereby suggesting a hierarchy based multimodal fusion model. First of all

features,attributes from the image are extracted and then text features are extracted using a

bidirectional LSTM network. These features from all 3 different modalities are combined to a

just one feature vector after they are recreated from each modality. The vectors corresponding to

the text are created using Bi-LSTM in which raw text vectors are created by concatenating

forward as well as backward hidden states corresponding to each time unit of Bi-LSTM, whereas

the guidance vector for texts is obtained from the raw vectors’ average. Then non-linear

adjustments are applied for the attribute guidance vector, then output is passed to the Bi-LSTM

in the hidden state. This occurrence is referred to as early fusion. Representation fusion is offered

as a means to leverage data from several modes for refinement of representation from all the

modalities, wherein feature vectors of all 3 modalities are reconstructed using guiding as well as

raw vectors. In fusion of modality, the refined vectors from all the three different modalities are

made into a single vector through fusion by weighted average instead of just basic concatenation.
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At last, the fused vector is fed as an input into a two-layer fully-connected neural network for the

purpose of classification.
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CHAPTER3: PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

3.1 DATASET USED

We utilize the same publicly accessible Twitter dataset that the authors prepared and used in [8].

The dataset includes images, image attributes as well as tweets totaling 24k items. The table

below shows the instance wise breakdown. The authors in [8] divided the dataset in the ratio

80:10:10 respectively to be used for training, validation, as well as test. We opt to use the dataset

with the same distribution since it seemed to be a comparable situation to [8]. In the phase where

data is preprocessed, by making use of NLTK toolkit, hashtags, emoticons and the words are

segregated from the dataset. Because this appears to be the lone wolf when it comes to manual

validation of the attributes of image , the findings have been reported solely on a single dataset

that contains text, images, and image attributes. Even the images need to be resized to 224 so as

to maintain uniformity, which was achieved by normalizing and center cropping the images. The

emoji contribution is neglected after pre-processing. A variety of data augmentation techniques,

like random contrast, brightness, image saturation as well as random center crop, were also

utilized.

TABLE III  Twitter Dataset At a glance
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3.2 ARCHITECTURE

Here a new model based on RoBERTa , a facebook customized version of a famous NLP model ,

BERT. RoBERTa or Robustly Optimized BERT pre-training approach is used here for detecting

sarcasm. RoBERTa is far more advanced than simple BERT as it has been trained on larger

datasets in comparison and also made use of very long training sequences. Before we get into the

model details, let's look at FilM first. FiLM or Feature Wise linear modulation which is a method

used for conditioning of neural nets[20]. Film layers are mainly used for visual reasoning i.e

even the complex questions needing high level process are now being answered. Based on the

conditioning information, FiLM layers influence the neural network using affine transformation

done feature-wise. In the model that we propose, the representation for the text as well as image

attributes are first obtained along with the image’s representation which is conditioned on input

text using FiLM ,co-attention process is being used here to find multimodal incongruity and all

the representations are finally concatenated using CLS token from RoBERTa. It is then passed

through a connected neural etc and later on through a sigmoid function for the purpose of

classification. Text can be considered as a continuous sequence of words for representation.

L = {[CLS], L 1 , L 2 , ..., L n , [SEP ]}, here L i∈ Rd (3.1)

n denotes embedding’s maximum length , d is size of embedding features, A from the text are

extracted from RoBERTa’s first encoder layer and the text is represented.

A ∈ RN ×d

d denotes RoBERTa’s size and N denotes length of set L. In a similar manner, attributes of
images can be represented using I and features are represented by B

I = {[CLS], I 1 , I 2 , ..., I n , [SEP ]}, here I i∈ Rd (3.2)

B ∈ R M ×d

M denotes length of set I . Drawing inspiration from [20],the image is conditioned on input text

after every feature’s affine transformation is applied on it. ResNet-50 which is a pre-trained

residual network is used for extracting the features from image while text is processed using
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gated Recurrent unit[27] whose input is 100-dimensional GloVe[28] embeddings. Final layer

from GRU gives nth block FiLM parameters. (γi
n , βi

n). f and g are two arbitrary functions which

for input xi give output γi and βi which are learned by FiLM. 4 FiLMed Residual blocks having a

linear layer up top have been used resulting in the final result Bfilm .

Fig. 3.1. A Diagram of the Proposed Method
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For conditioning the visual pipeline, in between every residual block, FiLM layers are inserted

with help from these parameters γand β which perform affine transformation corresponding to

every feature extracted by ResNet. F i,c refers to feature map c’s i th input, motive is to extract the

visual feature similar in meaning to the text.

FiLm(Fi,c ) = γ i,c ∗ F i,c + β i,c (3.3)

Inter-modal incongruity is captured by conditioning of textual representation on image

representation. Drawing inspiration from[29], we make use of a mechanism based on

co-attention to find incongruity between attributes of the image and the input text. Both output

for image as well as text from the RoBERTa model are fed to the co-attention block. The

interaction between the attributes of the image and the text is then calculated by affinity matrix,

C by making use of bilinear transformation.

C = tanh(AW B T) (3.4)

A ∈ RN ×d , W ∈ R d×d , B ∈ R M ×d

W is the weight parameter , A, B denote features of input text and image attribute respectively.

With C,the affinity matrix, the attention space of text is now changed to that of the attribute of

image. Using a kernel (N x 1) ,2D max-pooling is done over C to calculate α, which is known as

attention weight.

α = MaxPool(C)                                                                                  (3.5)

At last, the factor measuring how contradictory images’ features are with respect to text, called

attention matrix of the image attribute B att is computed:

B att =  αB (3.6)
As a final step we fuse B film obtained from FiLM, [CLS] token from RoBERTa’s representation

of input text and B att derived above from co-attention mechanism. A fusion vector is obtained on

concatenation:

V fusion = concat(B film , [CLS], B att ) (3.7)
Using a completely connected layer and then a sigmoid function, this fusion vector is passed to
obtain the prediction results.
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CHAPTER4: RESULTS

To have a comparative analysis with other best performing models proposed so far, we will refer

to TABLE IV. Our model has been stacked against various proposed models like image only

based ResNet model proposed in [4]. Another text only CNN based model is proposed in [6]

which performs decently on the problems like classification of the text. The real competition is

provided by the models based on both text and images like in [7] which is BERT based model

relying on both inter and intra-modal incongruity for sarcasm detection.Another model using

ResNet and BERT is proposed by the same authors from which we draw heavy inspiration.

Similarly in [8], a fusion based model is proposed which takes image ,text and image attributes

as different modalities and fuses their proper representations for prediction.

Fig.4.1 Performance Comparison when stacked against other models
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The best performing model we found in our research is the one proposed in [9] which uses

RoBERTa, ResNet and a bridge layer; an attention layer is also used to find the relationship

between the image and text. Our model performed better than this best performing model by 8.21

% in F1-Score as well as 6.51 % in accuracy thus proving that our model surpasses the other

models. It can also be concluded from the table that unimodal models suffer a bit due to the

absence of other modality, especially only image based models as they lack the required

information for the detection of sarcasm. Thus it can also be concluded that the adding another

modality leads to performance enhancement when it comes to sarcasm detection.

Fig.4.2. F1-Score and Accuracy comparison when stacked against other models
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Fig.4.3. Precision and Recall when stacked against other models

Our model is able to perform better as it better captures the incongruity between the images and

text which we used as the basis for sarcasm detection. Another reason for the improvement is the

capture of incongruity between text and image attributes and also between the image features and

text which is achieved with the help of Film Layers. Also the co-attention process allows every

word from the input text to be attended by attributes of the image which facilitates better high
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level representation of features of images conditioned over input text.Thus inter-modal

incongruity between the images and the text can be better captured between the attributes of the

image and input text. Finally the CLS token from the RoBERTa model is used while

concatenating the representations obtained so far. Thus making use of inter-modal incongruity is

effective for doing sarcasm detection.

TABLE IV  Stacking up against other best performing models
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CHAPTER5: CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In the work done by us, we suggested a new model for sarcasm detection based on finding

between image and the text, the inter-modal incongruity. The incongruity is being handled in two

ways by taking into consideration both image features and image attributes and their incongruity

with the input text. One way is by using the co-attention mechanism which makes sure that

attributes of the image attend every word from the input text which helps in getting better

representation of image features after being conditioned with the input text.The other one finds

incongruity between the features of an image and the text by making use of Film parameters. The

model surpasses other proposed models because it has been able to capture the incongruity in a

better way owing to the two ways described above.

Also from the analysis done comparatively with the metrics from the other models, it can be

easily seen that unimodal models take a hit in the performance due to the absence of other

modality with only image based unimodal models performing even worse due to inadequate

amount of information captured for sarcasm detection. Thus we can conclude that adding other

modality helps in making the models perform better. Also for our future endeavors, we would

explore the case where adding extra modality leads to performance degradation. Also this work

can be taken a step further to distinguish between the good sarcasm or healthy humor as well as

bad sarcasm which can take drastic forms like bullying, harassment etc. Sarcasm is highly

common today mainly on social media platforms and it finds its applications in a lot of cases

mainly sentiment analysis, cyberbully detection etc. The scope of this research is limited only to

the data having 2 modalities namely text and images but in today’s fast growing word, audios

and videos are most common, in some case even more than the text and images like on social

media platforms like Reels by Instagram, shorts by Youtube and tik-toks from Tik-Tok. In near

future we would like to dive more into the multimodal data containing videos for sarcasm

detection.
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